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Berne Apparel Selects Centric PLM to Drive Efficiencies and Growth 
A historic workwear company standardizes processes and gains transparency via 

digital transformation 

CAMPBELL, Calif., March 26, 2024 – Centric Software®, the Product Lifecycle 
Management (PLM) market leader is pleased to announce that Berne Apparel, a 
leading workwear company has selected Centric PLMTM to drive efficiency. 
Centric Software provides the most innovative enterprise solutions to plan, 
design, develop, source, buy, make, price, allocate, sell and replenish products 
such as fashion, outdoor, luxury, multi-category retail, grocery, food & beverage, 
cosmetics & personal care and consumer electronics to achieve strategic and 
operational digital transformation goals.   

Founded in 1915, Berne Apparel is privately held and based in Ossian, Indiana. 
The company produces durable, affordable workwear and outdoor clothing for 
men, women and children. Products include insulated outerwear, tops, bottoms 
and accessories, with expansion to new categories coming in the future. Berne 
Apparel’s products can be found at bernedirect.com, at farm & agriculture 
retailers, and through industrial distributors. 

Amanda Campbell, Product Development Manager at Berne Apparel, highlights 
the necessity for streamlined processes and a centralized repository for product 
information as the decision driver. She explains, "Our current systems include 
detailed internally developed programs housing specification data, coupled with 
Excel use and catalog references." Campbell points out, “We are looking for 
increased efficiency to reduce repetitive tasks and manual data entry. We are 
also looking for a solution to provide real-time visibility to assortment 
development, material management, and sourcing in one place.” 

https://www2.centricsoftware.com/l/35842/2024-03-22/wckzkb


A key factor that influenced Berne Apparel's decision to choose Centric was the 
impressive range of well-known brands already using Centric Software. 
Campbell says, “I know there are companies that have switched over to Centric 
PLM from another system. That’s not an easy thing to do, so that gave Centric 
credit in my mind. I have experience in a handful of other PLM systems prior to 
my time at Berne, and was impressed with its ease of navigation and ability to 
configure as needed without hidden costs.” 

Campbell explains some out-of-the-box benefits she sees with Centric PLM, “I 
know the system automation will make our workflows immediately more 
streamlined. I’m excited to link seasonal calendars to Centric, and fully utilize 
system generated reports to track development for real-time reporting. We will 
be using the AdobePLMC plug-in from initial launch, so designers can build 
products and artwork in-system as they create them, saving time.” She adds, “I 
like the familiar Excel-like feel of the interface. We have some teammates 
migrating to a PLM system for the first time.  Learning new systems and 
processes isn’t easy, and Centric has proven very intuitive as we’re on-boarding 
the greater team.  Its robust features are allowing us to establish repeatable, 
scalable processes to grow into the future.” 

Berne Apparel will roll out Centric PLM in carefully planned phases across 
multiple key departments to ensure a smooth transition and optimal utilization. 
“The majority of our leadership team comes from an IT background, so high 
standards needed to be met before an outside system was seriously 
considered,” states Campbell. “Centric earned our trust as a partner in the 
exploration phase, and our trust has only grown during implementation as we’ve 
gotten to know their team. I’m looking forward to their continued guidance 
through best practices as we roll out internally, and as we onboard vendors in 
the future.” 

President of Centric Software, Fabrice Canonge says, “We are thrilled that Berne 
Apparel, a growing heritage brand that has 100+ years of success behind them, 
has chosen to place their trust in Centric Software. We look forward to our 
association with Berne into their next century of business.” 



Learn more about Centric solutions. 

Request a demo 

Berne Apparel (bernedirect.com) 

MADE RIGHT SINCE 1915  
Berne Apparel has been in business for over 100 years, and since day one we 
have been committed to providing hard-working Americans with workwear that 
is made right, made to work, and made affordable.  

Berne offers an extensive assortment of workwear for men, women and youth. 
Our products are known in the industry for their rugged quality and exceptional 
value. Our insulated items feature warmth options for every cold-weather 
situation, from arctic insulation to lightweight flannel lining. Our basics lines are 
year-round workwear staples —tough enough for grueling jobs and comfortable 
enough for all-day wear.  

Let’s get to work.®  

  
Centric Software® (www.centricsoftware.com)  

From its headquarters in Silicon Valley, Centric Software provides a concept to 
customer solution experience for consumer goods such as  fashion, outdoor, 
luxury, multi-category retail, grocery, food & beverage, cosmetics & personal 
care and consumer electronics  to plan, design, develop, source, buy, make, 
price, allocate, sell and replenish products. 
  
Centric Software’s flagship solution Centric PLMTM  brings cost savings and 
efficiency by optimizing product execution from ideation to development, 
sourcing and manufacture. Centric PlanningTM  is an innovative, cloud-native, 
augmented-intelligence solution delivering end-to-end planning capabilities to 

https://www.centricsoftware.com/outdoor-sports/
https://www2.centricsoftware.com/l/35842/2024-03-22/wckzkf
https://bernedirect.com/
http://www.centricsoftware.com/


maximize retail and wholesale business performance. Centric Pricing & 
InventoryTM  leverages AI to drive margin and revenue improvement by 
influencing demand via price and inventory optimization from pre-season to in-
season to season completion. Centric Market IntelligenceTM  is an AI-driven, 
market insight platform for data-informed decision-making on competitor offers 
and pricing as well as consumer trends and buying behavior. Centric Visual 
BoardsTM  pivot actionable data in a visual-first orientation to ensure robust, 
consumer-right assortments and product offers. 
  
Centric Software has the highest user adoption rate, customer satisfaction rate 
and fastest time to value in the industry. Centric Software has received multiple 
industry awards and recognition appears regularly in world-leading analyst 
reports and research. 
  
Centric Software is a subsidiary of Dassault Systèmes (Euronext Paris: 
#13065, DSY.PA), the world leader in 3D design software, 3D digital mock-up and 
PLM solutions. 
  
Centric Software is a registered trademark of Centric Software, Inc. in the US and 
other countries. Centric PLM, Centric Planning, Centric Pricing & Inventory, Centric 
Market Intelligence and Centric Visual Boards are Trademarks of Centric Software, 
Inc. All third-party trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners. 
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